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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW 
August 31, 2019 
 
DREW WEAVER  ( -6) 
 
 
Q.  Hi, Drew.  Four under today, good spot for the weekend. 
 
DREW WEAVER:  For Sunday, Monday.  
 
Q.  What's been going well through two rounds so far? 
 
DREW WEAVER:  I'm just trying to shift my mindset coming into the week.  It's been a 
disappointing last six or seven weeks and I've got a lot of people around me that have kept 
pushing positivity in me.   
 
So I just came to this week with nothing to lose and I got out -- when I played the golf course 
earlier in the week, it's a lot softer than it normally is, so tried to shift my mindset to attacking 
it, you know.  Not being overly aggressive and stupid with my game plan, but still attack it. 
 
Q.  Is it weird knowing how it's played in the past and having to be more 
conservative?  Are there any like instincts to tell you a certain shot strategy and you 
have to like override it? 
 
DREW WEAVER:  A little bit, but I think no matter what the firmness is, you still -- you still 
have to execute shots and it's really more about your directional accuracy here.  It's not the 
longest golf course in the world, which is nice.  There's some long holes, but there's also a 
number of really good short par 4s.  So I think for all of us it's the tough shots are not going 
to go away just because it's soft, if that makes sense. 
 
Q.  And just like you said, the last couple weeks you're a little behind the eight-ball 
coming into the week with what you need to do.  Is that in a way, like the Tour card 
opportunity, is there pressure?  Is it more like a bonus type of thing because you 
haven't been out there? 
 
DREW WEAVER:  It's certainly the attitude that I have towards this week and (inaudible), 
I've got a green light the whole week.  There's a lot of guys in different positions out here 
coming off the PGA TOUR.  I have great status (inaudible) and this is an amazing tour, you 
can do well and earn a good living.  I want to play on the PGA TOUR, but I'm very freed up 
be having a great job safety for next year. 
 
Q.  And just in general (inaudible) all over the world.  What's been of the 10 years do 
you think your coolest, like your best moment and then your kind of most down 
moment? 
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DREW WEAVER:  Best moment as a pro.  Well, my toughest moment was definitely in 
2017, second day of Q-School.  I missed (inaudible) on the last two holes to miss by two.  I 
thought that was it (inaudible.)  I was in a pretty dark place and thankfully just (inaudible) the 
summer of last year. 
 
Best memory?  That's a great question.  I mean, I think I've had a few wins, but nothing on 
this level so the wins are fun.  I think it's more about being able to celebrate good finishes 
with your family.  I've got my wife here this week, which is awesome, and I've got an 
amazing host family.  So just to have that makes weeks a lot better.  Got to rock and roll this 
weekend. 
 
Q.  (Inaudible) the meetings? 
 
DREW WEAVER:  I just took some meetings with some businesspeople around town and 
just got an idea of what I might get into if golf was no more, so that was a good perspective.  
At the end of the day, I still believed in myself, so just kept pushing. 
 
Q.  What industry like? 
 
DREW WEAVER:  Maybe finance, maybe marketing.  Kind of all over the map.  It's been a 
long time since I've been in school, so definitely have to brush up on some stuff.  I wasn't 
scared about the real world.  It's always going to be there in audible.  
 
Q.  (Inaudible) and did you drive home or fly? 
 
DREW WEAVER:  My caddie was with me and it was tough, it was a tough night and tough 
next little while.  But we went back the next year, last year, and busted through and 
(inaudible) it's been good, been a good run. 
 
Q.  So the first was --   
 
DREW WEAVER:  2017 and then 2018, second stage. 
 
Q.  So second stage 2018 you got it.  So the pressure here is not -- like second stage 
is more, would you say? 
 
DREW WEAVER:  They're both big pressures, but like second stage, if you don't have 
status and you don't get through, it's probably -- it could be the end of the road for a lot of 
guys.  You can feel it.  There's no scoreboards and not many people watching.  It's such a 
tense atmosphere.  For me this week, I'm just going to stay loose and keep attacking this 
golf course. 
 


